Pedestrian traffic to and from medical facilities can be heavy and slow moving. It is important to keep these crosswalks visible to drivers to ensure the pedestrians safety.

Our pedestrian and emergency vehicle flashing BlinkerSigns® provide a high-visibility advance warning to drivers approaching the emergency vehicle station egress or ingress. The egress onto the street or highway may pose visibility challenges (such as curves and obstructions), or the posted speeds may warrant an added warning. Speeders and distracted drivers only compound the problem. The BlinkerSigns can be wirelessly activated from multiple methods, including a push-button in the vehicle station or remote activation key fobs in emergency vehicles.

For more information on any of our solutions contact us at 1-800-236-0112 or visit www.tapconet.com
More Pedestrian Traffic Safety Solutions

Solar-Powered Pedestrian BlinkerSign® LED Warning System
This is a low cost alternative to installing traffic signals. Energy efficient flashing LEDs will alert drivers to the presence of the pedestrians when activated. A variety of activation options are available to fit each situation.

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon: RRFB-XL
This solar-powered, eco friendly solution increases driver awareness up to 90% at high-risk crossings. Features include easy installation, highly visible synchronized wireless XL LEDs and easy maintenance with a modular replacement design.

BlinkerBeacon™ Solar LED Beacon
Solar LED Beacons are traditionally used for enhancing a pedestrian crossing. Available in single and double beacon with various activation options including time clock and push button.

Speed Limit BlinkerSign® with Driver Feedback
This system will call attention to the reduced speed, as well as alert drivers to their speed encouraging the drivers to slow down.

In-Pavement LED Warning Lights
In-pavement warning lights alert motorists to the presence of a pedestrian crossing or preparing to cross the street. The LED markers produce a bright, daytime-visible light focused directly in the driver’s line of sight.
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